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ABSTRACT
A i-Adtudy was designed'to investigate the

auditory-vidial integrative abilities of primary,grade children for.
five long vowels and five short vowels. The Vowel Lntegraticn Test
(VIT),-composed of 35 nonsense words having all the long and short
vowel sounds, was administeied to students in 164 schccls over a'
period of two years. Students' indications of the vowel sounds they

,,heard were recorded along with-infordation regarding the *et form,
school district size, school's percentage of'students enrolled in
Title I programs, type of reading program, grade level, and subject's'

k sees. The results revealed that the aong-vowel sound and the short
vowel sound of "a" and "Or were easily mastered by first grade
children. However, the remaining sbcrt vowel sounds (e, i, and u)
were difficult for children even at the third grade leiel. She type
of reading program was a significant factor, with supportive
prbgrams--using both basal and supplementary vowel development
iaterials--showing consistent superiority, over phonetic and
norphonetib.programs. Sex type and the percentage.of Title I students

. in a school were not significant factors. (RL)
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The DevelopmeQtal Process of Vowel Integration

2

As Found in Children in Grades 1-3

, The relatioiship between letter to6nds and their respective symbols

is taught in every basal reading series. Some reading series like Lip-

pincott and Economy foster a philosophy that recommends the sound-

symbol relationship of letters be taught prior to word identification.

Other basal reading series such as Scott Foresman suggest that word

recognition be taught first and sound- symbol letter relationships be
N.

taught second. This philosophical difference has sparked'a controversy

\amapg educatois that has been debated for many'years. The underlying I,

questions of the deba6.which need to be adressed.are "Does the order

of-instruction make a difference?" and "If so, at what grade level?"

While there is little agreement among reading experts as to an

appropriate order cif introducing tatter sounds and sydbols, a number

of'researdh studies do indicate that children tend to have more dif-

ficulty learning vowel sounds than they do consonant dounds. Eiperts

agree that consonant sounds should be taught before vowel Sounds

(Durkin, 1970; Langman, 1962; Williams and Knafle, 1977).

To understand-the reasons why children have difficulty mastering

vowels, a review of the auditory, development ladder needs to be explored.

Afundamental factor in auditory development'is normal hearing. Children

.with normal hearing move to the second rung of the auditory development-

ladder, auditory discrimination. At this level children must determine

1
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the likeness or difference among sounds. The final rung involves the
A'

_4._associative process,,called auditoryloerception. 1),idebust (1954)

defines auditory perc'eption as- the ability to'"structure the auditory

worldand'select those sounds which are immediately pertinent to ad-

justment." Oliphaqt (1971) relates auditory perception_to reading as

the "process of attaching visual meaning to a sound, or associating

a"sound or group of sounds to-a visual stimuli " In her discussion

of the integrative procesp she presents one question chat must be

answered before children begimphonetic reding, "Can the ,child listen 1

to a sound or a series of sounds, as 'in a word, and associate the visual

image of the letters which go with the sound in order to read'the word?"

This Aireis designed to 'investigate. the auditory-visual inte-

T

'grative ities of children in grade levels one, two and three for

five los vowels and five short vowels. To facilitate the study the

" . $

mftvestigatov have developed aninstzument to.measure a Child's&

ability to integrate long and short vowels.

r,
Alethod

Instrument

The VOW4 Integration Test (m) developed by Bent2(and SzymczUk

(1979) is designed to measure the phonetic,process of vowel integration.

Unlike Other tests which claim to measure the integrative process, VIT

is composed of thirty-five words*(three words for each long vowel sound,

'and four words for each short' vowel sound.) Based on the work of .

Durrell and Murphy (1963)' long vowel sounds are more easily perceiiled

111111.
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than short vowel, sounds. Thus, it is not necessary to have as many

words per long vowel sound. Other tests of.vowel integration (Botel

'Reading Inventory, Gates-McKillop Reading Diagnostic Test, and

sequence test #5 of,the trstematic Approach to Reading Improvement)

tre often composed of one or two its per vowel §aund: These tests

may yield ambiguous results of vo4e1 sound mAgtery.

In addition to the.test's length, thetens are nonsense words.

which makes the integrative task mirlitory dependent. Nonsense words

eliminate the possibility of a child recalling the word from a pre-

.vicus visual experience. Another feature of NIT is thap the vowel

sound is in the middle position of each nonsense word. gvdmel in the

middle position of a word is among one of.the most difficult inte-

grative tasks for children in beginning reading.

There are three forms,of the VIT so that a child may be tested

withtone form and retested with a parallel form. Form 1 and Form 2

are parallel in content. In order to izontally link Form'l and

Form 2 by the Rasch linear equating technique {Wright, 1979), Farm 3

is composed Of words from both Form 1 and Form 2.

Sample

In order to sample a representative number(of childrea within

Area Education Agency 11 (AEN'11), alist was compiled of all elemen-

----tary schools. Schools that did not include grade levels one through

three were excluded from the list. One hundred and seventy-six schools

qualified for the list.

.10
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Using an estimate of 20 students per classroan and one Classroom

per school, the population sizefor each grade level was approximately

3;520\'kudedts. An algorithm derived from Hays (1963) was used 'to

compute the sample size per grade level. It wasfound-chat 1,281

students were needed when the probability is approximately 99% that

the sample mean falls within 0.05 units of the population mean. With

20 students per classroom, 64 schools were to, be includedin the

sample.

Two ancillary variables of this investigation were School district,

size and percentage of Title L studenti wits s 141_, ding. The ,

64 schools were divided into three categories based the re-

spective district size: 0 to 999-Students, 1,000 to 20,000 students

and more,than 20,000 students. To categorize the schools by their

respective amount of. Title I students the 64 schools were listed bx,.

Or
the percentage of Title I students as reported to the Iowa Department

i I

of POblic Instruction during the 1978-79 school year. Three class- f

ifications best categorized the percentage of Title I students: less')

thad 7%, 77 through 15% and greater than 1 It should be noted that

cqaperable alternate schools were chosen for those schools who declined

' to participate.

Insert Tab1e 1 about here

Finally, One classroom of stu4nts in grade levels one, two and

4

three from each sampled school was selected to participate. Because

vo.
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subjects were required to heal oral stiMuli,"students with impaired

hearing were excluded from the sample.

Procedure

Because of the number of sampled schools, testing took two years.

Each testing period began at the start of the second semester in late

January,or,early February. The instrument's content required children

.to identify'vowel sounds which are generally introduced at the first
#

grade level in,most reading-development curricula.

Aft6 the sample schools w re identified, principals were contacted

by phone and invited to cipate. Prior to testing a given school,

the iavestigators met with the first; second and thiid grade teacher4

to explain the instrument and their role. Only one classroom of first

seemd and third grade children in each school TAts selected to parti-

cipate,lout often all first, lecond and, third grade classroom teachers

asked for and were granted the opportunity to,atticipate:

-

gteSt instrument was administered individual,ly to each child

by an investigator. To assure anonymity each child was assigned a

number by the child's teacher. During testing the identification

number was recorded onto the test insert for future reference.
6.

After testing each classroom the investigators conferred with the

classroom teacher and used an identification number when referring

to.a specific chge.
,

When testing a child, the investigator either sat parallel to

't

or across from the child at a table. A'card with'the vowels A, E,
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and U was pladed before the child. Recognition of the letters

as vowels'was required before testing could proceed. After the in-"

vetigator was confident that the child knew the letters as vowels,

the following direct rre,,yead to each child.

"I am going to say some made-up :Ards. I want you

to listen care4illy to the..gound ypu hear in the.

'middle of the word and point to the letter on they(

card that makes tha4. iound. I will say each word

Aw
twice. Let's practice with a few words so that

you will know what to do. If I say the word, 'fab',-

which vowel would yoitpoint to?"

Thirty-five one syllable nonsense words'were read to each child.

The investigator recorded the child's response for each word onto the

instrument

Student response data on each test instrument was'transferred

onto a computer scannable sheet. In addition to the response data,

information regarding test form, school's district size category,

school's percentage of Title I category, subject's sex, grade level,

and reading program IIeretrecorded onto the scan 'sheet.

----- Results .,

Content Validity *
i

The objectives of behavior for the VIT were defined as the singular 'V
long and short vowel sounds. The words for each objective were developed

in accordance the pronunciation guide outlined in Webster's New

Collegiate Dictionary (1975).

4
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Critei-iOn. Validity t.

.0

It was. felt that teachers re the-best judges of student,ability

to identify vowel sounds. This assumption was most likely appropriate

for students in first and second grade where fundamental vowel and

sound relAtiodShips are taught. The investigators asked twenty-seven,

first grade teachers, twenty-six second wade teachers, and 4genty-

six third grade teachers to rate how well their students would perform:

above average (no problem with any vowel sound), average (a problem.
,

witilone'vbwel.soulad), and below average (a problerawith two or more

vowel sounds). The criterion for, classifying a student's perforlpv

was base4 upon the curricular introduction of vowel sounds in nest

0
basal readers for'seeond gradeeleval children. Thus; it was felt that

VTT was most appropriate for second grade Children."

A camparisn of predicted 'classification versus teacher classifi-

lion is shown in Table 2. As expected, a higher percentage of second

grade teachers agreed with the VTT results. Approximately eightout

of every ten second grade teachers concurred, where as only seven out

of ten first and third grade teachers agreed with the predicted'VIT

results.

Insert Table 2,about her

Reliability

eliabilities for the VET are. represented in terms of

Guttman's lit-half indices (SPSS, 1979). It is based on the assump-

tion that test consiAs of two "equivalent" halves.jo formulate

al
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the index items are classigied by their respective objective or domain

and randomly assigned to subtests or halves (Gulliksen,-1950). The

split-half indiceS are reported in Table 3.

Insert Table 3 about here

Item and Objctive Analysis

All three forms of the VIT were subjected to an item analysis

through a locally developed computer program. A review Of the items

revealed that two items, as suspected by the investigators, should

be rtplaced. A short "e" sounding item and a long "u" sounding item

.shared by Form 2 and Form 3 tended to confuse respondents. Approxi-
..

mately 25 pelcent of'the students respulding to the short "e" sounding

it acknowledged it as an "i" sound. Similarly, 30 percent of the

students responded to'the "u" sound as an "o" sound. These items were

excluded from the final computation of tN, Objectives' average percent

correct and the computation-of the test reliability indices.

Table
.
4 illustrates the average percent correct for eth objective

. $
by grade level and test form. The developmental process of vowel inte-

gration is clearly shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, each bar Or column

presenek the average' percent correct for each vowel sound by grade-

evel across the three forms.) $

Insert Table 4 and Figure 1 about here

Statistical Analysis 4

The of observation for the statistical analyses was the'clas-

.

sroom mean rather than the individual student response. It was felt

1 0
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that the classroom mean was least biased by instruction. In. other

words, the units of observation were statistically independent.

Furthe, the sampling distribution of means is defined by the central

limA theorem as asymptotically nornga-. Hence, usage of the ANOVA
, .

uus.considered appropriate for the sample ofobjective or domain means

and the campoAsit clean.

A four-way ANOVA was computed for- each objective and the composite

in thelpooled sample of means from forms one, two and three. The sources

of variation for the ANOVAs were grade level, sex, building's district

size and percentage,of students eligible for Title 1. Utilizing the

ANOVA subroutine within SPSS the resulting F-values for the completely

randomized factorial design revealed that the grade level main effect

-as'expeotda, ues,statistically significant for each objecOle and the

composite. However, it was also found that. the size factor was

statistically signifiCant for each objective and the composite (p> .01).

The. ize main effect means.and standard deviations for each objective

he composite are listed in Table 5.

(Insert Table 5 about here

.other sources of variation, sex and the percentage of Title'll

was significant for the long objective and the port "a" objective,

.While both objectiveg were significant ai,the .pd. probability level,

no clear reason for their significance was disicerned. .4

iAnother variable that was identified1011adsifiedandrecorded

A

11
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for each participating school was the type of reading program. For

classification purposes, a supportive pro am utilized both,a basal
APt

and supplementary vowel development material. A phonetic program used"-

only a basal Which.stressed vowel development in first grade and a

non-phonetic program subscribed to a basal with word identification

prior to ,vowel development." Because this variable was not completely

distributed among levels of size, and- percentage of Title 1,

a .11ree-way ANOVA was computed air each objective and the ccoposite.
. -

For each ANOVA the sources of variation were program, "grade level and ,

sex.

The results of the ANOVAs revealed that program and grade .were

statistically significant for each objective and the compositk (p .01),

Again, the sex' source of ;variation was not statistically significant

for any objectiveS.,,, In Table'6, the means and standard deviations

are reported for each objective and the composite by program.

/Insert Table 6 about here

4

In order to further investigate how program and grade interact, "_

the F-ratios for the program by grade interaction effect were statist-

icarly sIsnificant for several objectives and the composite. Figure.

2 illustrated the relationship between grade and program for the com-

posite,score.

Insert Figure 2 aboU-E\here

12
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The resdlts of the Vowel Integration Project,(V1P) have revealed

-peveral q l Vie' about vowel development in children fof grade levels

one, two and ;hree.141. 'first, boys .and girls do equally well when irate-

.

gratin vowel dounds:''Ileither sex has an advantage for any given

yowl Sound)-gOoridly'i chil4en appear to easily master the long

vowel sounds and the short vowel sounds of "a" and "o".

the three remaining short vowel 'sounds tend to be anemegis to children

.
le,,only 81 percent of the thirdeven into the third grade,

graders correctly responded to the short "u" sounding vowel words.

- ,

This finding suggests that teachers need to f e at tention on

the dAelopment of the short "e", "i" and"Ifvowel sounds, Ifd less

40b
attention on the development. of theNlong vowel sounds- and of the short

vowel sounds, "a ". and "o". Finally, ,intsgration is in part develop-

mentdf. This is shown in two ways. First, in Figure 2 first grade

Children wt have had no fofmal tlassroc;instruCtion in vowel-sounds

.

score an average of 24.47 out of a possible 35 correct responses.,

Secandly,'Figure 2 also illustrates that theiaveragrpowth between

second and third grade approximately' the site'for children in sup-
.

pgrtive phonetic and non-phonetic reading'programs. Childrenwithout

direct instruction in a given vOtlel sound develop their integrative

skills'through either'usage or exposure to similar, tasks.

.VP.1alreirwm-, 400. -
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In addition to-observing children, this investigation studied

, --

the potential effect pf Title 1: district size and reading prekram..,

A t

It found that schools with ajhigh percentage of students eligible for

,Title 1 do as well as schools with none or few students eligible for

Title 1. In part. this may be due to theafforts Of title 1 teachers

and special reading teachers., Perhaps as Title 1-funds are reduced

arichbothecial teachers and Title 1 teachers are dismissed, the

effects of the percentage of Title I. studAntspay became mordrprominent.

TWo variables, district size and,reading program, are found to

be significant factors. However, the statistical significance of size

is confounded with reading progr6. Schools of medium size, 1,000 -,

20,000; generally utilize a supportive program Table 7 illustrates

the proportion of schools using the various classified programs. Hence,

the' statistical significahce of size may be reflecting reading program

more than size itself.

Insert Table,7 abbut here.

ilillitev

'. It appears that the type .of reading program is a key factor in

.*

elopment of vowel integration. As shown in Table 6 the supportive
.

,

ogr is consistently superior for each vowel sound and the composite:

This is further illuStrated in'Figure 2. It plows that children in'
. A

a supportive program start and remain better'at identifying vowel

sounds than either those children in'phonetic or.non-phonetic basals.

HOwever, Figure 2 also dramatically reveals that second and third grade_

14
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stOtlents in etic programs do slightly bettirr than Students

in phonic programs. Students in non- o reading programs ekhi4it

great growtfi between first and second grady

One possible explanation as to why the supportive program does

better may be thatiteachers spend more time an vowel development and

use multiple resources. For example, one school district allots one-

half hour daily and util s a program that matches a vowel sound to-

its visual symbol. In addition, thAprogram has .heavy Imphasis

ondrill and practice.

Still many questions remain ynanswered. Does vowel development

transfer to spelling or reading? Are children who cannot integrate

vowel sounds poor speOters or
1
poor readers? At what grade level dges

literary context compensate for poor decoding skills or does it ever

do so? These and other questions need to be researchedin order to, better

understand the relationship of vowel, development and.various acplemic

skills.

15
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(

Distribution of Schedls Adross

District" Size and Percentage of

Title I Students in Schools
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4

%Apt

Title "I --,999 1,000. 20,000 7 20,000
(

- 7 2 9 (10() 2 (1)

'7 15 6 12 (12) 3 (4)

'"15 12 (i1) 9 (7) 9 (10)

( ) 6iguiteis in pair.e.ntheisiz itcpitezent the actuat
numbeA. o6 6chootz contacted by teiseaAchem

a
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1
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Table 2

:Average Percent of Agreement-.

Between Teacher Judgment and

VIT Predictions

r

Form

1 68 78

2

67

76

3_

Alt 'W % 1.
83

64 75

$

der

rJ *

17

1
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Table'3

Guttman Split -Half, Indies

for the lilt by

Grade Level and Form

'DeimlopmentaltProcess

17.

Grade 1

,

1 .90

.77

.77
kr

Fonn
r

2. 3

.93 .93

.91 .85

(17
N. 90 .82

4
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Table 4

Developmental Process

Average Percent Correct for Each 'Objective
by air' Grade Level

( Grade

18

Fdnn Vowel 1

Long A ir , _
ong E / 90
Long r, 90
Long 0 -93 -
Long U 79

Sh9rt A
Stiort'E

4 Short I
Short 0
Short.0

-87

-70

69 't

81'
62

4

Short -A

Short E
Short I
Short 0
short U

Long A
1 90Long E 91

: Long'I 89
.Long 0 94 1
Long .1.1 80

4.,

90
74

69t .

. 80
61

I
I -

)

'
.

3 Long A '.89
Long E 89
Long I. 91
Long.0 91 .

)

Long U 83

( 7

Short A 88art E 74
Short t 69
Short 0 83
Short U 67 1

19

2 3

92. 94
95 96
97 97
97 97
90 92

1114

93
83,
82
92
77

95 96
96. 98
96. 97.
98 .98
92 93

97 97 ,

87 % 89 -
79

4
83

90 91
L

77
I 79.

95 .95,

95 96
97 98
97 97
92 a , 94

95' 96
85 b 86
83

, 47
93 f 92
81 84

94
86
85
92
81

410.
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Means and Standard Deviation for Each

Objective and the Composite

by Building'sbistrict Size,

Vowel ,

0 - 999

Mean , S.D.

Long At 2.71 .26

Lont'E ' , 2.78. .19

Long I 2.82 .23

Long 0 2..85 .18

bong U 1.48* .62

_

Short A 3.13' .73

Short E 1.92** .53

\ ShOrt I 2.40 .68

Short 0 3.49 .52

1 Short U 2.91 07

. .

Carposite o 26.50 3.17

District Size

1,000 - 20,600-

Mean S.D.

> 20,000

. Mean' S.D.

2,.82

2.88

2.4

.20

. ...16

i' .18

2.76

1 2.79

2177

.29

.28

/.28

2.90 .16 .22
4

1.83 .17 1.74 .22

3.67 .40 2.19 .40

- 2,67 .50 .2.25 .57

® 3.01 .61 2.88 .63
c

1 .

3.61 .36 3.44' .57

.65 2.74 .73 .
. 1 .

29.24 2.54 27,94 g.?

4 .. , \,../

* - does not include one long "u" sounding nonsense word
. (see Item and Objective Analysis)

c

** - cbes not include one short "e" sounding nonsense word

20
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Tab-re

Means and Standard Deviations for4-
4 CbjectivesS d the Composite by Program

., .

.... .

Supportive , Nom-Phonetic
Mean S.V. Mean S".D.

1

.

Phonetic'
Vowel Mean S.D.

.

,

Long A 2.66
.
.32

Llong?E 2.80 .21 °

Long I. 2.85 .19

Long 0 , 2.83 .19

Long U 1.5i* .59

Short A 3.17 .71

Short E 2.26** .56

!Short I 2.73 .56

Short 0 3.@2 .300

Short U 3.07' .74 'N\

Tbtal Conposite.27.57 2.70

.2".82 : .21 2.77 .24

le
2.87 .1. 2.81 -*

2.88 .20 2.81 .25

2.90 .16 2.87 ..19

1.84 .17 1.66 .42

3.72

2.47

13.06

3.63

3.21

---.32 3:48 .60.,

.45 2309 .60

.62 2.64 .71 .

.40

.63

3.44 ..54

2.81 .74

29:40 2.63 27.41 3.45

*owdoes-not include one "u" sounding word

' ** - does not Ode one "e" sounding word

0

21

611
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Table 7

Proportion of School

an

Reading Program Overlap

Developmental Process

21

Reading.Ptcgram
District

Size Phonetic Supportive Non Phonetic

o - 999 264(50)6 10 (9) 64 (38)

10,000 - 20 000
,

.... 18 (50) 52 ('2) 30 (27)

',20,000 0 (0) 26.(19) i 74 (35)
1 .

aft nuMbers not in parenthesis are row percents

- nutbers in parenthesis are column plents

22,

1'

e",
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4 Figure Captions

Developmental Process
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Figure 1. Percent of'correce responses for vowel sounds by

grade revels 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 2. A, plot of means for

levels on the VIT composite score.

reading programs by grade
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